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Release Notes for Patch Release#6216

1 Shipped Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.6-rev39
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.6-rev25
Open-Xchange App Suite office 7.10.6-rev8
Open-Xchange App Suite documents-collaboration 7.10.6-rev8

Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6215.

MWB-1989 Customer not able to delete appointment series
Malformed organizer value in change exception leads to problems when deleting appointment se-
ries along with overridden instances.
Solution: Don’t let delete operation fail upon malformed change exception data while tracking
changes.

MWB-2028 TNEF (winmail.dat) Attachments not viewable and downloadable anymore
TNEF attachments cannot be downloaded/viewed.
Fixed look-up of attachments in case IMAP message has TNEF content.

MWB-2025 User in error message not found by lookup
Error while loading nonexistent user for DEBUG logging.
Fixed avoidable exception on DEBUG logging.

DOCS-4632 LOADDOCUMENT_CANNOT_RETRIEVE_OPERATIONS_ERRORonopeningdocument
The document provided does not follow the specification of the OOXML file format.
The docx filter is nowmore fault tolerant with the w:cryptAlgorithmSid attribute of the settings.xml.

MWB-2027 Illegal format: SQL Problem: ”%1$s” code: OX-0013
Missing error message argument on SQL error.
This has been solved by specifying missing error message argument on SQL error.

MWB-2026 Dataexport failed with ”Unexpected error: null” for mail
Connection loss errors during mail export operation.
This has been solved by trying to recover from possible connection loss errors during mail export
operation.

MWB-2010 Download personal data ZIP file is invalid on MacOS Archive Utility
ArchiveUtility seems to have problems with certain compression levels.
This has been solved by using the default compression level for generating GDPR exports.

OXUIB-2164 Irregular sorting display within Drive folders
Folders in ’Public files’ folder tree were sorted by date of creation.
Now sort alphabetically by folder name.

OXUIB-2148 Printing a short mail always creates two pages in print preview
Chrome behaves differently when using ’display: flex’.
This has been solved by removing ’pull-left’ from element since this eliminates the issue.

OXUIB-2109 Display error when focusing mail color flag in Chrome
Too narrow for default focus style.
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This has been solved by adding some padding.

MWB-2001 Drivemail expired files not being deleted
Folder meta information not correctly set.
This has been solved by only changing meta information for a folder if set.

MWB-1511 Shared and public Task folders have wrong dav data
used_for_sync was not evaluated properly.
Properly set and evaluate ”used for sync” for task folders to solve this issue.

3 Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environ-
ment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.

To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration
testing. All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless
explicitly stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs

MWB-1989, MWB-2028, MWB-2025, DOCS-4632, MWB-2027, MWB-2026, MWB-2010, OXUIB-2164,
OXUIB-2148, OXUIB-2109, MWB-2001, MWB-1511,
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